It has been argued elsew here2 that a thermochemical series o f (m onovalent) elements can be constructed when the covalent bonding powers Exx o f elements X is taken as a measure for their electro negativity. In this way, it was shown that these (more absolute) electronegativity values fo r monovalent atoms can be found in the region 10 -150 kcal. M o le -1 , which is astonishingly close to the range of electrochemical interactions, as given above. In ad dition, this thermochemical scale has a definite zeropoint.
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Therefore, it is tem pting to correlate both chemi cal classifications o f elements, in spite of the d iffi culties involved. Fortunately, entropy effects are relatively sm a ll3 and, since the measurements are made on aqueous solutions throughout, solvent e f fects can be supposed not to alter the final sequence in Eox values. It was even shown by the group of D r a g o 4 that, under special conditions, Zl//-values fo r acid-base interactions measured in solutions are linearly correlated with those found in the gaseous phase.
Hence, it is interesting to see that, in spite of these difficulties, the slope fo r the relation between e Xx -£ xx = a x = 2 ßxx -EAx = ( 3 cx/3rcx) nx = i ~ £"ox (1) where all the symbols have their usual meaning.
Exx values and
Finally, the relation
Ebb -E \ \ Eob -Eo\ 
which was deduced with the help o f the quantity (y .B -Za ) ? the difference between the potentials of the two neutral bonding partners A and B when form ing the bond AB.
